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It isn't just Florida anymore! From remote control and relatively unfamiliar havens like Nicaragua to
well-traveled areas in Italy, How to Retire Overseas is the ultimate instruction to retiring abroad. But
Kathleen Peddicord presents a cheaper choice with all the benefits of a stateside pension: liv
Retiring abroad has never been more accessible or appealing.ing overseas. This prescriptive
guideline answers every essential issue potential ex-pats have, from instructions on setting up lender
accounts to tips on locating great restaurants. In addition to a sense of adventure, the allure of an
idyllic locale, and the enthusiasm of learning a fresh culture, Peddicord shows visitors how surviving
in an unconventional retirement destination can cost a lower amount than a traditional house in
Arizona. Peddicord has a lot more than twenty-five years of experience helping thousands of people
successfully and happily relocate to the retirement of their dreams. This definitive step-by-step
guideline helps anyone to find, relocate, and save on a home away from home The effects of the
economic downturn on IRAs, 401(k)s, and other pension savings plans have forced a large number
of people to reevaluate their plans for retirement.
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It's ok but mostly based on personal experience This book gives an overview of retiring to some
places around the globe, but the depth is where the author herself has lived.. She does not seem to
care much for Ecuador or Costa Rica, so if you wish that details find another book. Good 1st or
second book for retiring overseas I think I've tried figuring out pension overseas backward. For
instance in Mexico they highlight Morelia, located in the interior of the united states and in the
Dominican Republic the city discussed is Samana. Actually? Very Enlightening Too! There's tradeoffs
in virtually any location, but never to see the benefits and security of Costa Rica over Belize
because of the cost of living is definitely puzzling.I would suggest "Pension without Borders", by
Barry Golson. It still leaves a requirement to see them if relocating to any of those countries. Also,
the way she brushes off crime in all of the areas she recommends is a little disconcerting. But it is a
trip and everyone has their own way to analyze. Since she has been in the business for many a
long time, she knows what people have to find out. Beginning over again, I would begin with a really
good publication on the issue, and this book is among those books. She also asks queries, just like
a pop quiz to gauge just where you might be in deciding how to proceed.Having lived in Ireland,
Paris and now Panama she, of program, has many stories from these locales. She also lives on an
increased dollar level than many will find themselves able to do. Our country is never going to be the
way it was in years past and if you're afraid of what might take place in the us after 2014, that is a
good book to search for another country to live. Just how many people would chose Ireland to live?
Very honest assessment of the cost of living overseas in many different countries. Good info. Who
would have thought all of the countries may have different sizes in beds. I especially appreciated
that she did not try to sugarcoat everything by rendering it sound as if just about anyplace in
European countries or Latin America is an unadulterated "paradise" compared to the U.......and she
definitely loves her Maytag. Not sure how current the reality . Well, I have not yet finished my
reading of the book, but what I have read so far, I am loving it. I expect though you can find much
more information at her firm site Live and Invest Abroad. Well-written, comprehensive overview I'd
read one reserve and many blog page entries by expats about moving overseas before reading
Ms. Peddicord's publication, and I still found her publication to have plenty of helpful information..S.
The writer appears to have thought of every fine detail while also producing enthusiasm for the
entire experience She’s a grifter Old book. I found it an enjoyable and worthwhile read.
CAPTIVATING and a great value The definitive book on retirement overseas This book is ideal for
those thinking of moving overseas or making an extended term commitment to visiting a specific
country for retirement purposes. There is a section about Cuenca in Ecuador, nevertheless, that
was quite educational. Very little information that I possibly could have found on the internet. After
reading it again and again we made the decision to relocate to Ecuador. It wasn't protected well in
this book but had enough info to research other options and decided on Ecuador from that. One tip
I passed was it's best to get yourself started this in late 50s. The best book on overseas retirement
This book has two main sections - the first covers the decisions that require to be produced and
preparation for retiring beyond your US, and the next part examines several popular retirement
destinations. The authors offer tremendous information and an excellent outline to help those
considering abroad retirement strategy their move. All of the factors that require to be considered
are talked about, and I found this section extremely, very helpful. If you are considering an overseas
retirement this book will open your eyes to a lot of information that you need to know. The section
that discusses several retirement locations is not that useful - the authors choose a area in each
country and while their options for countries are great, they focus on a relatively obscure city in
each of those countries. Crime not an issue in Belize? Both of these are relatively small and are not
yet booming expat retirement locations. However, I recommend this book simply for the initial



section, and perhaps you'll find a concealed gem of a location in the second section as well. Great
book but retire early Superb overview and great tips on how to get started on abroad retirement.
Also, she brushes off Costa Rica due to the price, but recommends Paris? $3000 rent for her
Panama house seems quite high to me, but as she says we all come from different view points.
Thank you Kathleen Peddicord for you generosity and wisdom. Good book and it arrived within
enough time frame stated. Good Book! Not really sorry at all which book started everything! I'm 65
and health insurance is a problem Protected subjects not coversed in additional material Priceless,
more usable info than Any kind of OTHER BOOK In LIVING OVERSEAS. Future Expat Information
Really up-to-date book about places that are safe to relocate for those of us hoping to create our
retirement dollars go a bit further! On the contrary, she writes honestly about a few of the difficulties
to living overseas, but maintains and encourages a "can-do" attitude about meeting them. Well
worth the amount of money and time to read it from cover to cover. She appears to be running a
scam. Well, I have not yet finished my reading of ...It could have been nice to find a set of additional
info sites at the back of the book. Lots of practical wisdom and tips on how to make the transition
from NEW YORK to Tuscany, Italy. It is a very informative publication with a lot of good suggestions,
but you have to do your personal homework before you decide to venture out to another country.
Five Stars Well done and incredibly comprehensive and readable. Easy Read Insight into the
mystery of living outdoors your home country Four Stars okay Good info. Generally though, she tells
you what you might need, and how others have handled this.. It's a fascinating read, but hardly
extensive.She speaks a few times in the book about taking your "stuff" and different bed sizes
which I found fascinating. Just not sure how current the facts are. He gives a much more full picture
with many more chapters by different people who have lived there, plus first hands accounts by
different ex-pats.
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